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**ABSTRACT**
The primary objective of this proposal is to investigate the effect of high field/temperature in the development of texture (preferred orientation) in magnetic materials. Highly textured permanent magnet materials of NdFeB have been produced using the facility constructed within the first part of the ARO support. Other materials systems including FePd, Terfenol-D, steel and Zinc material have also been processed and a highly oriented microstructure has been obtained in these materials. The success in texturing Zn-1.1%Al diamagnetic material shows that the new processing technique can also be applied to nonmagnetic materials. A new initiative in orienting nano-tube in magnetic field resulted in a huge success. These studies were carried mostly in a newly constructed high temperature furnaces funded by ARO. This facility includes two high temperature furnaces (1250°C and 1600°C) in the bore of a 20 inch resistive magnet capable of producing a uniform high magnetic field of 20 Tesla. These studies will also be carried out in the core of a 9 Tesla superconducting magnet.
1.0. The background:

Based on the primary goals of this proposal a 1200°C furnace was constructed within the first six months of funding. After an elaborate set of experiments and very limited success a new furnace (1600°C) was constructed within the second year of funding. A number of materials systems have been tested in a variety of magnetic fields (8-20 Tesla) and temperatures (500 to 1250°C). Four materials systems have been tested (Permanent magnet Ne$_2$Fe$_{14}$B, Terfenol-D, Steel and Zink). These tests were continued on newer materials system including FePd and Single walled nano-tubes. This final report contains the research accomplishments and summarizes the results for these materials systems (Ne$_2$Fe$_{14}$B, and Zn-1.1%Al).

1.1 Theory of Magnetically Induced Grain Boundary Motion

From a phenomenological point of view, a ferromagnetic material is defined as a solid such that on a sufficiently small scale (still much larger than the lattice spacing), it has a magnetization M whose magnitude $M_s(T)$ is, to a good approximation, a function of temperature only; its direction may vary with position. The spontaneous magnetization $M_s(T)$ is attributed to exchange of forces, which tend to align neighboring electron spins parallel. Spin orbit, quadrupole, and other interactions tend to orient the aligned spin along particular crystalline axes; these interactions, in a phenomenological theory, are called forces of (magneto) crystalline anisotropy. A temperature increase causes $M_s(T)$ to decrease and finally vanishing it at the Curie temperature.

At a temperature where the spontaneous magnetization is significant and the crystalline grains are mobile along their grain boundaries, a rotation will occur to reduce the magnetic anisotropy and minimize the free energy of magnetization. In the case of powders in a viscous nonmagnetic solution such a process is very easy to observe. In a solid such a process may involve a certain amount of plasticity to satisfy compatibility. At a sufficiently high spontaneous magnetization due to a high field this may involve reorientation along magnetic domains through a process very similar to crystal plasticity.

In the following the effect of the applied field on grain boundary motion will be discussed. Note that the following discussion is not limited to ferromagnetic materials. Consider a hypothetical bicrystal of a material that has anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (8). Let $\omega_1 < \omega_2$ be the magnetic free energies per unit volume respectively induced in the two crystals by a uniform field $H$. Let a small cylinder of boundary with base of $dS$
and length $dL$ (Figure 1) invade the boundaries of crystal 2. Then, if $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ are independent of the boundary shape and position, the reversible change of free energy in this displacement determines the boundary pressure by $pdSdL=(\omega_1-\omega_2)dSdL$, or $p=\omega_1-\omega_2$. This is a true pressure acting everywhere normal to the boundary.

Figure 1. A hypothetical bicrystal of arbitrary shape with free energies $\omega_1 < \omega_2$. Boundary is urged into crystal 2.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

As stated, this result is valid only if $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ are independent of the shapes and size of the crystals. The condition for this is $\chi << 1$. Then the density of magnetic free energy becomes

$$\omega = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{H \chi \bar{H}}{H^2} = -\frac{1}{2} \chi H^2,$$

where $\chi_i = \frac{\bar{H} \chi \bar{H}}{H^2}$ is the susceptibility of crystal $i$ in the direction of the

![Figure 2](image2.png)
field. By substitution, one can find the pressure on the boundary of a bicrystal exposed by a uniform applied field \( H \) to be

\[
p = \omega_1 - \omega_2 = \frac{\mu_0 H^2}{2} (\chi_1 - \chi_2),
\]

where \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) are the susceptibilities of crystal 1 and crystal 2, respectively, along the magnet field \( H \). Thus, when \( \chi << 1 \), \( p \) depends only on the strength of the field and its orientation with respect to the two crystals.

If \( \chi \geq 1 \), the demagnetizing fields are comparable to the applied field, and the description of energies and boundary pressures becomes tractable only when the sample has a simple shape. For example, the bicrystal shown in Figure 2 has its ends and its boundary parallel to the magnetic pole pieces. The surplus of induced south poles on the boundary, arising from the discontinuity of \( H \) is given by \( \mu_1 H_1 = \mu_2 H_1 \) provides a simple picture of the pressure exerted by the field tending to increase the crystal of largest \( \mu \).

Let us see what form equation (1) assumes for the case of Zn. It is magnetically anisotropic and has \( \chi << 1 \). The equation (1) can be transformed to

\[
p = \frac{\mu_0 H^2 \Delta \chi}{2} (\cos^2 \theta_1 - \cos^2 \theta_2),
\]

where \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are the angles between the direction of the magnetic field and the c-axis in both grains of Zn bicrystals, \( \Delta \chi \) is the difference of susceptibilities parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis. The force \( p \) is directed towards the grain with larger value of \( \theta \) and does not depend on the sign of the magnetic field. At room temperature Zn has the following magnetic susceptibilities: \( \chi_{\parallel} = -0.19 \cdot 10^{-6} \) and \( \chi_{\perp} = -0.145 \cdot 10^{-6} \) (9). To estimate the possible boundary pressure for Zn, take \( H = 32 \) T = \( 32 \cdot 10^4 \) gauss (than can be obtained in the resistive magnet of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee, FL) and \( \Delta \chi = 0.45 \cdot 10^{-7} \), then \( p_{\text{max}} = 2300 \) dynes/cm\(^2\) = \( 230 \) J/m\(^3\). This driving force is half of that in polycrystalline bismuth at 80,000 gauss magnet field inductivity (8) and about ten times higher than in the case of Bi bicrystals (10).
2.0. Preliminary Results:

Preliminary results of the magnetic annealing on two systems of a diamagnetic material of Zn-1%Al and a Permanent Magnet materials System of NdFeB is presented in the following:

2.1 High Temperature Texturing of Ne-Fe-B

Texturing of crystalline materials under an externally applied magnetic field is an important process in many fields of materials science. Heat treatment can be done at a certain temperature range in field rather than at prolonged annealing to produce a dominant crystalline orientation. A fundamental research of the effect of magnetic field on the texturing process has been initiated and applied to a number of materials systems. Here, we report on the texturing of Ne$_2$Fe$_{14}$B at high temperature with an applied field.

Using a prototype furnace, a 1 x 1 cm$^2$ of Ne$_2$Fe$_{14}$B (tetragonal structure) was annealed at 1200°C for 3 hours under argon without an applied field. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 2theta/theta scan showed a decrease in texture compared to the as-received materials.

Using a new sample with the same size, the experiment was repeated under the same conditions, except this time under a field of 8 Tesla. XRD 2theta/theta scan showed an increase in crystallinity.

Figure 3 shows that the material is textured. As can be seen from the pole figure, the c-axis orientation is tilted to about 10° from the normal. Ne$_2$Fe$_{14}$B annealed without field has a random texture, whereas when annealed under an applied field a preferred orientation is produced.

Figure 3. Pole figures for the c-axis distribution of the a) as received materials, b) the processed materials.
Figure 4. Microstructure of the NdFeB samples annealed at 1200°C. a) Without the field, b) at 15 Tesla.
2.1. Influence of High Magnetic Field on Texture Changes in Zn-1.1%Al Alloy

Introduction

It has been shown that magnetic field can affect or initiate grain boundary motion (migration) in bismuth bicrystals and coarse-grained polycrystals [1, 2]. The magnetic driving force for boundary migration is produced by the difference in diamagnetic susceptibilities of neighboring grains. In most of the anisotropic diamagnetic materials the difference in magnetic susceptibilities is significantly smaller than in bismuth. Therefore, magnetically induced boundary migration in these materials can be expected in the case of sufficiently high magnetic fields. The objective of the current study is to investigate texture changes in Zn-1.1%Al alloy during annealing under a strong magnetic field.

Experimental Procedure

Zn-1.1%Al alloy was prepared from pure metals (99.995% Zn and 99.99% Al). The casting was homogenized at 623 K for 60 hours, rolled at 573 K with the reduction of 50%, and finally rolled at 300 K with the reduction of 95%. Reduction in thickness was about 3% per pass. The direction of rolling was reversed after each pass. In order to prevent coarsening of Al-rich phase the material was stored in refrigerator at 203 K before the annealing experiments. The experiments were carried out using a resistive, steady state 32 T magnet with 32 mm bore diameter. The samples of Zn-1.1%Al alloy were annealed at the temperature of 535 K in magnetic field of 32 T. The field was applied in two different directions with respect to the rolling direction of the samples. Rolling direction (RD) coincided with magnetic strength H for one set of samples (Fig. 5(a)) and was tilted at 17±1° about the transverse direction (TD) for the other one (Fig. 5(b)). The annealing time was 20 min. Pole figures from the surface area of each sheet specimen were determined by the Schulz method using Cu Kα radiation and Philips texture goniometer. Scanning regime with amplitude of 5 mm was employed. To obtain calculated pole figures, X’Pert Texture software was used.
Figure 5. Orientations of specimens in respect to the field during annealing

Figure 6 shows the (0002) pole figures after rolling and after magnetic annealing. For all pole figures there are two components with c-axis tilted at 17° from normal direction (ND) to RD. Annealing with and without field results in splitting of some texture components into a few subcomponents (Figure 6 (b, c and d)). Also there is some spreading of components to ND. Annealing without magnetic field results in slight decrease in the intensity of both components (Figure 6(b)). The intensity of one component becomes smaller than the intensity of the other one. Annealing under the field parallel to the RD also decreases the intensity of both texture components (Figure 6(c)). However, in this case the difference in their intensity is bigger than after annealing without field. The intensity of one of the components increases significantly during magnetic annealing when specimen tilted at 17° with respect to the field (Figure 6(d)). The intensity of the other one remains almost the same. As seen from Figure 6 (c-d) annealing results in splitting of some texture components into a few subcomponents.

Figure 7 illustrates specimen microstructures after rolling and after magnetic annealing. The grain size in RD obtained by linear intercept method equals to 3 μm. Annealing results in the increase of grain size up to 70 μm. They remain slightly elongated in the RD with ratio of 1.4.

To comprehend the effect of magnetic annealing on texture it is necessary to consider texture alterations with and without magnetic field. Annealing without field results in the decrease of the intensity of texture components. It can be explained by the appearance of new
sharp and narrow components near ND. It seems that their appearance is due to the surface effect when the growth of grains with basal planes parallel to the surface decreases free energy of the system. Splitting and/or appearance of a large number of new components can be also a result of the decrease in statistics of grains because of significant increase of grain size. The number of grains covered by X-ray beam decreases more than 20 times. The use of scanning regime for pole figure measurements may not compensate that increase in grain size. Magnetic annealing of samples oriented parallel to the field intensifies processes occurring during annealing without field and results in stronger decrease of the intensity of texture components as well as in increase of the difference between their intensities. At present there is only one known effect of magnetic field on structural changes of diamagnetic materials.
Figure 6. Calculated pole figures of Zn-1.1%Al sheet samples. (a) after rolling; (b) after annealing without field; (c) and (d) after annealing under the field, (c) samples orientated along to the field; (d) samples tilted at 20° to the field about the TD.

Figure 7. Micrographs of Zn-1.1%Al sheet: (a) After rolling and (b) after magnetic annealing.

At room temperature Zn has the following magnetic susceptibilities: $\chi_\parallel = -0.190 \cdot 10^{-6}$ and $\chi_\perp = -0.145 \cdot 10^{-6}$ [3], where $\chi_\parallel$ and $\chi_\perp$ magnetic susceptibilities parallel and perpendicular to hexagonal (or c or <0001>) axes, respectively. The maximum driving force for boundary migration in Zn in the case of magnetic field of $H=32$ T and difference in magnetic susceptibilities of $\Delta \chi = \chi_\perp - \chi_\parallel = 0.45 \cdot 10^{-7}$ is $p_{\text{max}}=230$ J/m$^3$. For comparison, this driving force for boundary migration is half of that in polycrystalline bismuth at 8 T magnet field inductivity [1]
and about eight times higher than that in Bi bicrystals [2]. In Zn, however, this force can appear in the case of specific boundary misorientation of 90° and c-axes oriented parallel and perpendicular to the field. For other bicrystals this force should be lower. Therefore, in a polycrystalline material structural changes depend on type of crystallographic texture and boundary misorientation distribution. In general, these two parameters cannot be viewed as independent. It is reasonable to expect that grains related to different components should have the highest proportion of common boundaries with misorientations within the range of 30-40°.

Figure 8 illustrates the statistical distributions of boundary misorientations obtained for two Zn-0.16%Cu-0.076%Ti sheet alloys with and without grain refiner [4]. They have the same two-component pole figure as in the case of Zn-1.1%Al sheet. Interestingly, for both compositions there is no expected relationship between texture and boundary misorientation distribution. The boundaries with misorientions within 30-40° have even lower frequency than others. Therefore, the grains that belong to one texture component cannot grow in the expense of grains that belong to the other one. That is why there is no simultaneous increase of the one texture component and the decrease of the other one during annealing of Zn-1.1%Al sheet. For samples oriented parallel to the field, c-axes of grains related to the texture components are tilted at ~73° to the field. Consequently, their free energy does not reach a minimum value. The decrease in the intensity of texture components can be a result of the growth of grains with c-axes perpendicular to the field in the expense of the grains corresponded to those components. When basal planes become parallel to the field the magnetic free energy of the respective grains becomes minimum, due to the minimum value of magnetic susceptibility. The difference of the magnetic free energy in differently oriented grains exerts a driving force for the growth of grains having basal planes parallel to the field. Due to this additional driving force these grains grow faster than others and result in the increase of one of the texture peaks. At the same time the intensity of other texture component do not decrease despite the fact that magnetic susceptibility of related grains becomes even higher than in the case of the sample oriented parallel to the field. This result may indicate that fast growing grains change the environment of the grains with high magnetic susceptibility and/or neighboring grains being reoriented also achieve high susceptibility so the magnetic driving force decreases significantly.
2.2. Magnetic Annealing of Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B/α-Fe-type Nanocomposites

In this study, crystallographic textures, enhanced exchange coupling and in-plane magnetic anisotropy in magnetically annealed Nd$_{2.4}$Pr$_{5.6}$Dy$_1$Fe$_{84}$Mo$_1$B$_6$ nanocomposites have been studied. Compared with the sample annealed without a magnetic field, the magnetic annealing results in a noticeable improvement of the (110) texture of α-Fe perpendicular to the ribbon plane and in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (Figure 9). In the mean time, there was a noticeable improvement in the coercivity $H_c$, the remanence $4\pi M_r$, and energy product $(BH)_{\text{max}}$ for magnetic annealed Nd$_{2.4}$Pr$_{5.6}$Dy$_1$Fe$_{84}$Mo$_1$B$_6$ alloys. Especially, $(BH)_{\text{max}}$ at 50 K was enhanced by 43.7 % after magnetic annealing in a 19 T field. The kink at the demagnetization curve disappeared and, in addition, a much better squareness of the demagnetization curves was observed after the magnetic annealing (Figure 10). The improvement in the hard magnetic properties after magnetic annealing is a comprehensive result of the crystallographic textures, magnetic-field-induced enhanced in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, and an enhanced exchange coupling due to optimizations of the nanostructure by magnetic annealing.
Fig. 9. Dependence of $iH_c$, $(BH)_{\text{max}}$ and $4\pi M_r$ on temperatures for Nd$_{2.4}$Pr$_{5.6}$Dy$_1$Fe$_{84}$Mo$_1$B$_6$ ribbons annealed at 690°C for 20 min without and with a 19 T in-plane field.

Fig. 10. Low field portion of half hysteresis loops of the melt-spun Nd$_{2.4}$Pr$_{5.6}$Dy$_1$Fe$_{84}$Mo$_1$B$_6$ ribbons annealed at 690°C for 20 min without and with a 19 T in-plane field.
2.3. Texture and magnetic properties of FePd improved by magnetic annealing

High magnetic field annealing was applied to FePd alloy to improve the preferred orientation distribution (texture) and obtain the desirable magnetic anisotropy. A rigorous texture characterization method was used to analyze the crystal orientation distribution of the annealed FePd. As compared with annealing without magnetic field, the high magnetic field annealing increases the volume fraction of crystal grains with c-axes aligned along the annealing magnetic field direction. A uniaxial magnetic anisotropy was also observed in the magnetic annealed FePd alloy. It is very important to control the microstructure of the magnetic materials because textured or anisotropic magnetic materials usually show better performance in device applications. Among many methods to achieve the desirable texture and magnetic properties, magnetic field processing is a popular one. For magnetically soft materials, it is well known that a well-defined uniaxial anisotropy can be obtained due to the atomic pair anisotropy induced by the magnetic field annealing. For permanent magnetic materials, the loose powders of single crystal grains can rotate so as to align their easy magnetization axes along with the magnetic field direction. Further sintering the aligned grains will obtain the anisotropic permanent magnets. It is also worthy to mention that the oriented permanent magnets can be obtained by solidification from the molten status in a high magnetic field [5].

However, up to date, only a few high magnetic field annealing experiments (in the magnetic field of several Tesla) have been done on magnetic materials, and the mechanisms through which the high magnetic annealing field plays a role on microstructures and magnetic properties are still unclear [7-11]. It was found that annealing the cold-rolled Fe-Si sheet [7] in a high magnetic field of 10T parallel to the rolling direction enhanced the selectivity of the <001> axis alignment. High magnetic field (1.5T) annealing in another system, Armco iron, was also studied [8]. The grains with <100> parallel to the external field would nucleate preferentially. High magnetic field annealing was also applied in FePd system by Tanaka et. al. [9]. It was
claimed that a so-called mono variant L1₀ structure was obtained by high magnetic field annealing at 780K under 10T. However, the crystal orientation analysis method used in their experiments was rough and incomplete, and there was no study in magnetic anisotropy. In our previous study on ferromagnetically soft FeSi alloy [10] and diamagnetic ZnAl alloy [10], it was found that the preferred orientation was improved by the high magnetic field annealing. No corresponding magnetic properties were reported either in early studies.

The equilibrium phase diagram of the FePd system shows five distinguishable regions at low temperature as a function of the atomic content of Pd [12]. The equiatomic FePd undergoes an order-disorder transition at about 923K from a disordered fcc to an ordered L1₀ tetragonal structure. In tetragonal FePd, the c-direction is an easy magnetization axis. In this letter, the effects of the high magnetic field annealing on the phase transition of FePd alloy and the orientation distribution of the crystals in FePd L1₀ phase were studied. Here a robust crystal orientation distribution study method was used to understand the microstructure and vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) to characterize the corresponding magnetic properties.

The alloy ingot of the FePd was prepared by arc melting of Fe and Pd in an argon atmosphere. FePd samples sealed in a vacuum tube of the quartz glass were annealed in a 30T magnetic field for 6 hours at 650°C. The magnetic field direction (Hₐ) during annealing is in the plane of the FePd sheet along the sample’s longitudinal direction. As a comparison, the same as-prepared FePd samples are annealed in a similar process except the exposure in the magnetic field. Texture was measured using a Philips X’Pert PW3040 MRD X-ray diffractometer, equipped with a pole figure goniometer, operating at 40kV and 45mA and employing Ni filtered Cu Kα radiation, as described before [13]. Incomplete pole figures of
FePd (002), (111), (113), (200), (202) were obtained from measurements. After correcting the geometric defocusing and background X-ray intensity, harmonic algorithm implemented in PopLA was used to calculate the crystal orientation distribution function from which the complete recalculated pole figures were constructed. Furthermore, magnetic properties were measured by VSM.

X-ray diffraction indicates that magnetic annealing has obvious effects on the texture of the FePd alloy, as shown in Fig.1. It is clear that the high magnetic field annealing enhances the phase separation between $\alpha$-Fe phase (Fe (110)) and FePd alloy phases (FePd (111) and (002) etc.). Moreover, the high magnetic field annealing enhances the relative intensity of FePd (002) peak to that of FePd (111) peak.

![X-ray diffraction patterns of FePd samples annealed without a magnetic field and in a magnetic field.](image)

Fig.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of FePd samples annealed without a magnetic field and in a magnetic field.
Fig. 12 illustrates (002) pole figures of annealed FePd samples. MD is the longitudinal direction of the sample (the direction of the annealing magnetic field $H_A$); TD the transverse direction, while the crosshair corresponds to the normal direction of the sample. In magnetic annealed samples the distribution density of crystals with c-axis parallel to the $H_A$ (Fig. 12a) is 2.05 times random density. This means that the high magnetic field annealing tends to align the c-axis along the direction of the annealing field. In samples annealed without magnetic field (Fig. 12b) the density of crystals with c axis along the longitudinal direction is only 1.21 times random density. This means that the FePd annealed without field has no trend to show uniaxial crystal anisotropy.

![Fig. 12. (002) pole figures of FePd annealed (a) in a magnetic field and (b) without magnetic field](image)

Texture analysis indicates that annealing under high magnetic field does improve the orientation distribution of crystals in the FePd samples, although far from the mono-variant structure. Since more crystal grains have their easy magnetization axis parallel to the annealing field direction as compared with those annealed without magnetic field, the uniaxial anisotropy is expected for the magnetic annealed FePd samples. Fig. 13 shows the hysteresis loops of FePd
samples of different processes, i.e., annealed without field, and annealed with field. The samples used in VSM measurements were circular sheet of the same dimensions. The magnetic field used in VSM measurements was in the plane of the sheet, such as along MD and TD directions in the plane. In this case, the demagnetization factor is the same for all the hysteresis loops when the external field is applied in the plane of the circular sheet. Therefore, any differences in the hysteresis loops, if exist, originates from the intrinsic anisotropy. For the magnetic annealed samples, the differences (such as difference in saturation fields) in hysteresis loops of MD and TD configurations clearly show magnetic anisotropy which can be attributed to the alignment of the grains. According to the X-ray results in Fig.12 (a), the easy magnetization axis of the grains annealed in the high field has a larger possibility to align along the MD. Therefore, a smaller saturation field was found in MD direction than that in TD direction. By contrast, in non-magnetic annealed samples there is no detectable difference in the hysteresis loops between MD and TD in the plane of the sheet sample. Only one hysteresis loop for this annealed sample was shown in Fig.3. This is in agreement with the pole figure in Fig.2 (b), where the distribution of easy magnetization axis is far from the uniaxial anisotropy.
Fig. 13. The hysteresis loops of the FePd samples annealed in the magnetic field and annealed without magnetic field.

It is worthy to mention that the alignment of the grains and the magnetic anisotropy may be further enhanced if the FePd samples were annealed in the high magnetic field for longer time. According to the nonmagnetic annealing process under the same annealing conditions, the equilibrium phases may be reached after about 100 hour annealing. Although the FePd samples were only annealed for 6 hours in the present experiments, significant magnetic field effects have been found in two independent experiments (X-ray and VSM measurements). From the viewpoint of the free energy of the FePd system, different FePd phases and grains of magnetic crystal anisotropy may have different energy in the high magnetic field for different directions if the magnetic crystal anisotropy energy and the magnetostriction energy were taken into account. Therefore, when the FePd alloy was annealed in a high magnetic field, the FePd system may gradually evolve into different phases and show anisotropic nucleation and growth as compared with the case of the nonmagnetic annealing. However, quantitative analysis on the high magnetic field annealing mechanisms still need further research work.

In conclusions, the high magnetic field annealing can enhance the phase separation of the disorder uniform FePd alloy, and induce the microstructural and magnetic anisotropy. Since FePd system has a potential to be a candidate for the recording media and the magnetic anisotropy is highly desirable in many applications, the magnetic field induced structural and magnetic anisotropy may have great contribution to technology development.

Summary

In summary it has been shown that magnetic field can affect texturing of materials by either of two mechanisms. These two mechanisms have been identified as grain boundary motion and solidification from the melt. In the case of Zn, FePd and Fe-Si and Terfenol-D, and the nano-
magnets the dominating mechanism is identified as grain boundary motion and in the case of NdFeB solidification from the melt appears to be the dominating mechanism. Depending on the orientation of the specimen with respect to the applied field texture components could be strengthened or weakened.
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